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Minutes for 4th Meeting of Fintech Study Group 

 
1. Current status and issues of companies’ business management, financial accounting and treasury 

management 

① Issues upon focusing on core business and improving operation efficiency 

 The situation was pointed out that in small and mid-sized companies, accounting operation 
is time consuming and staffing for finance resource is not enough.  

 Transactions such as manual sales and purchase orders are not only time-consuming 
nor causing piles of paper document but also causing mistakes and withholding the 
risk of making it difficult to identify the root cause analysis upon mistakes.  

 In small and mid-sized companies the obstacles for cloud automated accounting 
software performing automatic journal entry from bank statement being popular are, 
low utilization of internet banking & electronic money, and difficulty in creating 
cooperate credit card.  

② Issues on (small and mid-sized) companies’ financing 

 The situation was pointed out that from financial institution’s view, it is an issue that they 
could not be proactive to lending to less lucrative small and mid-sized companies 
considering cost of screening.  

 When asking for bridge funding prior to collection of bill, explanation is required each 
time the personnel changes since financial institutions do not grasp real time sales 
and purchase orders details and quotation to the vendor is requested for screening.  

 The situation was pointed out that credit card is not widely used in B2B and B2C business.  

 Companies that launched recently are not likely to pass the screening since acquirers 
perform screening based on its past sales data. 

 Increase of corporate credit card usage not penetrating in B2B business. Not given 
necessary credit limit as a result of strict issuance condition is one of the reasons for 
not penetrating.  

2. Possibility of business innovation by FinTech 

① Optimization & automation of accounting, and improvement of business management 

 There was an opinion that accounting optimization (saving time and reducing mistakes) and 
delivery & payment cycle could be shortened by sales and purchase orders performed 
automatically.  

 Acquiring ordering information via Zengin System requires both the seller and the 
purchaser using the system while utilizing smartphone applications provided by 
FinTech companies are more convenient since it could perform transaction 
automatically using only the user side’s information, and not the opponent’s. 

 There was an opinion that burden from accounting operations will be lightened, when cloud 
accounting software and smartphone usage become common making inputting data 
outside of office possible.  

 Convenience could be delivered to many fields from easing of restrictions such as 
bank transfer performed automatically from payroll information acquired by cloud 
accounting software, customer management and marketing from electronic receipt.  

 There was an opinion that learning accounting knowledge or receiving tax accountant & 
/CPA’s instruction to perform booking accurately is a prerequisite of making full use of 
accounting system to business management. Otherwise, wrong business decision could be 
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made.  

② Facilitation of financing, such as transaction lending 

 There was an opinion that transaction lending will facilitate financing for small and 
mid-sized companies since new financing service is possible if data integration improved 
for credit check by sales data.  

 Benefits of small and mid-sized companies will improve by integrating each 
companies data and utilizing it to financial management and credit screening,.  

 If cloud accounting come into wide use, credit screening will be easier since banks can 
grasp companies’ funding situation in a shorter time unit.  

3. Issues upon realizing companies’ business innovation 

① Issues on realizing efficient operation 

 There was an opinion that improving utilization of online banking and electronizing 
administration procedures are required in order to maximize the impact of Fintech such as 
operation efficiency improvement. 

 Elderly accounting staffs are negative toward automation of accounting procedure, 
because they do not want to change their operation. However, young staffs welcome 
the change. Ordering through IT system will come into wide use when generation 
change.  

② Issues on facilitation of financing 

 There was an opinion that for facilitation of financing, it is necessary to grasp the accurate 
business conditions of the companies by information integration by each companies and 
utilize it to perform credit screening by financial institution.  

 Fraud risk must be considered in transaction lending. Currently, it is difficult to assess 
the risk without sales data of a certain period, and this is the bottle neck of financing for 
shops which have launched their business recently.  

 By using cloud accounting, business conditions could be grasped within a short period 
of time. Banks should consider new ways of credit screening in the future. 

 Approach to integrate and share data between companies should be promoted upon 
permission by customers,.  

 

END 


